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SUMMARY

The optokinetic responses of the mysid shrimp Praunus flexuosus in the
horizontal and vertical-transverse planes have been studied. The horizontal
optokinetic nystagmus is fragmented, and eyestalk following speed is a
function of stimulus speed.The vertical optokinetic response is not a nystagmus,
but involves maintained eyestalk. deviations. These deviations, and eyestalk
following speed are both functions of stimulus speed. The velocity gain (eye
speed/slip speed) of the responses in both dimensions has a constant value
between drum speed 2°/sec and 4O°/sec, which suggests that they subserve a
simple rheotactic function. The vertical optokinetic response is modulated by
statocyst input, and possible mechanisms underlying this effect are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Optomotor reactions, in which movements of the body compensate for the dis-
placement of images over the eye, are well known in higher crustaceans (Bethe, 1897;
von Buddenbrock & Friedrich, 1933; Brocker, 1935; Hassenstein, 1954; De Bruin,
1956). In stalk-eyed species nystactic eye movements, comprising slow following and
rapid return phases, also occur independently of body movements. This particular
category of optomotor reaction; the so-called optokinetic response, provides a con-
venient quantitative measure of the animal's response to moving stimuli (Kunze,
1964; Horridge & Sandeman, 1964).

One function of optomotor reactions is to stabilize the body in space, as in the
rheotactic orientation of fish (Lyon, 1904; Harden Jones, 1963), larval lobsters
(Hadley, 1906) and mysids (Fraenkel, 1940). De Bruin (1956) tested many animal
species for their optomotor reactions, and found a good correlation between the
development of a strong response and the ability to fly or swim freely.

Another function which derives from the optomotor reactions is the stabilization
of the visual field on the eye, so that the precision of visual perception is increased.
Horridge (1966 a) considers this to be the primary function of the optokinetic system
of Carcinus, and suggests that gross compensatory movements of the body represent
by-products of this process.

In view of its close relationship to the optomotor reactions, the optokinetic response
of Praunus has been studied in order to determine whether a stabilization of the eye
and body, or an enhancement of slow movement detection is the more relevant bio-
logical function of optomotor reactions in this free-swimming animal. In addition,
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the optokinetic response of Praunus has been used as a reliable indicator of visual
function in an extension of the study of interactions between the visual and statocyst
systems in eyestalk position control (Neil, 1975 a).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental animal was glued with a drop of gelatin-in-sea water solution on
to a 'Perspex' bar, and mounted in the experimental chamber. For horizontal
optokinesis this was a vertically mounted glass cylinder, 3^ in. diameter, filled with sea
water. For vertical optokinesis a i\ in. 'Perspex' cylinder, mounted horizontally and
completely filled with sea water, was employed. In the latter case the animal holder
was connected through a seal to a lever outside the chamber, so that the experimental
animal could be rotated to different body positions.

Striped patterns were made by sticking lengths of \ in. wide insulation tape on to
transparent cellophane sheets. These were mounted on a 6 in. diameter 'Perspex'
drum and illuminated through a layer of 'Kodatrace' tracing paper. The repeat
period of this striped pattern subtended 190 at the eye of the experimental animal when
mounted in the middle of the drum. The striped drum was mounted on a pulley block
which could be rotated about a vertical or horizontal axis, appropriate to the particular
optokinetic stimulus required. Pulley drive from a Palmer 'Electric twelve' kymo-
graph was employed. For experiments requiring oscillatory stimuli a heart-shaped
cam was mounted on the kymograph spindle and deflected a lever which carried the
drive to the drum pulleys. A large counterweight kept the lever hard up against the
cam. Different combinations of frequency and amplitude of oscillation were produced
by changing the kymograph speed and/or the drum pulley setting.

Eyestalk movements were followed by aligning a graticule in the eyepiece of a
binocular microscope with one edge of the eyestalk. Rotation of the eyepiece was
converted to a d.c. signal and recorded on a Smith ' Servoscribe' paper recorder.
Details of the recording apparatus are given elsewhere (Neil, 1975 a).

Terminology. The optokinetic response is well suited for quantitative analysis
because both the stimulus and the response can be measured as angular velocities,
and other parameters of the system can be derived indirectly from these values. The
optokinetic system incorporates closed-loop control because the eyes are free to move.
Under these conditions the difference between the eye speed (E) and the drum speed
(D) is monitored continuously down the visual channel, and the true stimulus is the
slip speed (5) of the striped pattern across the eye. The ratio of eye speed to slip
speed, i.e. the velocity gain (G), gives a measure of the amplification of the stimulus
signal which must take place within the optokinetic system in order to produce the
observed response. The interrelationships of the system parameters are expressed in
the terms:

S-D-E, G - l - ^
and are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Experiments were performed with a range of drum speeds covering four orders of
magnitude (o-2-8oo°/sec), and at each speed setting the corresponding eye speed was
recorded for over twenty cycles in each direction. No differences were observed in the
eye speeds in opposite directions, so mean values were taken for each stimulus speed.
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Fig. i. General characteristics of the optokinetic control system. The feedback loop is
negative, so that the effective stimulus for eyestalk following is Drum speed (D) — Eye speed
(E) = Slip speed (S).
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Fig. 2. Records of the horizontal optokinetic nystagmus responses of Praunus and Cardnm,
produced by rotation of stripes about a vertical axis. Drum speed = i°/sec.

RESULTS

Horizontal optokinetic response

A major objective of this study, the direct comparison of the optokinetic responses
of Praunus and Carcinus was facilitated by recording the eyestalk movements of both
species under the same experimental conditions. This overcame the difficulty of
comparing results for the mysid obtained using graticule alignment with the well-
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documented data for the crab obtained using an automatic recording device (Horridge &
Sandeman, 1964).

Carcinus. The slow following phase of optokinetic nystagmus is a smooth prolonged
response which most often goes to completion (up to 150 movement) before the rapid
flick-back is initiated (Fig. 2). At speeds of stripe rotation above io°/sec aberrant
flicks appear, and the following response often fails completely. The latter effect is
short-lasting, however, and the response returns if the speed of stripe rotation is
reduced. The efficiency of the optokinetic following response varies as,a function of
drum speed, being greatest at the lowest stimulus speeds tested, when the eyestalks
move at over 90 % the velocity of the drum. As drum speed increases the efficiency
of following is reduced, so that the maximum eye speed attained is only 4-6 °/sec
(Fig. 3 a). This velocity-dependence is reflected in the value of velocity gain (G), which
is much greater than unity (6-3) at drum speed c-22°/sec, but falls to less than 0-3
above i27sec drum speed (Fig. 36).

Prawtus. In response to moving stripes this mysid shows well-defined eyestalk
following movements, although the slow phase is often interrupted by rapid eye flicks,
and successive slow phases may start at points away from the rest position (Fig. 2).
The fragmentary nature of slow nystagmus in Praunus contrasts strikingly with the
smooth following of Carcinus, but nevertheless the mysid optokinetic response shows
less tendency to fail at high stimulus speeds. Indeed eyestalk following speeds in
excess of 20°/sec are reached by Praunus at stimulus speeds to which the eye of
Carcinus fails to respond (i.e. > 45°/8ec drum speed) (Fig. 3 a). The highest drum
speed which elicits a consistent nystactic response in Praunus is 38o°/sec.

At low stimulus speeds the optokinetic performance of Praunus is far inferior to
that of Carcinus, for in the mysid there is no sharp increase in velocity gain below
drum speed i°/8ec, but rather a gradual decrease (Fig. 36). The most significant
feature qf the mysid optokinetic system is the velocity-independence of G over the
range of stimulus speeds io-45°/sec. Within this range the efficiency of eyestalk
following remains relatively constant, and eye speed varies between 50 and 60 % of
drum speed, as indicated by values of G between i*o and i-6 (Fig. 3 b). Thus relatively
low gain optokinetic system of Praunus, with its velocity-independent region, contrasts
with the high gain, but strictly velocity-dependent system of Carcinus.

Vertical optokinetic response

Optokinetic responses can be elicited in Praunus by rotating stripes about a hori-
zontal longitudinal axis. No nystagmus occurs, however, during the eyestalk response
in the transverse vertical plane, in contrast to the many return flicks observed during
eye tracking in the horizontal plane. The eyestalks follow the moving stripes for a
short time, but then come to rest and maintain their angular displacements as long
as the stripes are moving. If the direction of stripe rotation is then reversed, the eyes,
in following the stimulus, move through their resting positions to deviate in the oppo-
site directions by amounts equal to their initial displacements (Fig. 4). A useful
measure of these eyestalk movements is the total angular deviation, which represents the
angle subtended by the two extreme eyestalk positions for opposite directions of stripe
rotation. Measurements of eyestalk deviations at different speeds of stripe rotation
indicate that the maintained displacements of the eyestalks are velocity dependent
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F'g- 3- Quantitative analysis of the horizontal optokinetic response. The data are mean values
of the results obtained from three animals of each species, (a) Eyestalk following speeds of
Praumu (> • ) and Carcinus ( • - - - # ) over four decades of drum speed.(i) Velocity gain of the
eyestalk following response over four decades of drum speed. The velocity independent region
in the response of (Pratmus) (between drum speeds i and s°°/«ec) contrasts with the strict
velocity dependence in the response of Caranus.
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Fig. 4. Angular deviations of the eyestalks of Praunut in the transverse vertical plane, in
response to rotation of the striped drum about the horizontal longitudinal axis in both clock-
wise and anticlockwise directions. Typical results, obtained from one individual (D4) are
shown. The response is velocity dependent, and dorsal and ventral deviations of the eyestalks
are symmetrical.
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Fig. 5. Total angular deviation of the eyestalks in the transverse vertical plane over four
decades of drum speed. The responses of two individuals over different speed ranges are
shown. The total angular deviation has an approximately linear relationship to log drum speed.

(Fig. 4), and show a linear relationship to log. drum speed over the whole range
tested (o-8-i2o°/sec) (Fig. 5).

Using oscillatory stimuli of amplitude less than that of the total angular deviation
of the eyestalk, the speed of optokinetic following in the transverse vertical plane was
measured. Over the range of drum speeds i-5-4O°/sec there is an almost linear
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Fig. 6. Quantitative analysis of the vertical optokinetic response of Praunus. Typical results,
obtained from one individual (Vi), are shown, (a) Eyestalk following speed over two decades
of drum speed. The response has an approximately linear relationship to drum speed. (6)
Velocity gain of the eyestalk following response. Below drum speed 4o°/sec the velocity gain
remains close to unity.

relationship between eye speed and log drum speed (Fig. 6 a), and in this region the
velocity gain of the optokinetic system remains close to unity (Fig. 6A). In these
features the optokinetic responses of Praunus in the vertical and horizontal planes are
closely similar.

The effect of body position

In order to estimate the effect of statocyst input on the vertical optokinetic Reaction
of Praunus, the experimental animals were presented with standard stripe stimuli at
different angles of body tilt. Measurements of both total angular deviation and eyestalk
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Fig. y. The effect of body position on the vertical optokinetic response of Praunui. Eyestalk
deviations at different angles of body tilt between the upright (o°) and the inverted (180°).
Typical results, obtained from one individual (Vas), are shown, (a) Compensatory responses of
the left eyestalk at different angles of body tilt ( ), together with the superimposed opto-
kinetic responses ( ). (6) Total angular deviations of the left eyestalk at different angles of
body tilt ( . . . ) .

following speed were made at five body positions between the upright (o°) and
inverted (i8o°).

Total angular deviation. Using a single speed of stripe rotation (42°/sec), the
response of the eyestalks to this stimulus was measured with the body first in the
upright position. The lights were then switched off and the mysid rotated slowly to
a body tilt of 450. With the re-illuminated drum stationary the compensatory eyestalk
deviation was measured, then the drum was rotated and the change in eyestalk
position recorded.

Using the above procedure, the initial compensatory eyestalk deviation is similar
to the one obtained under vertical illumination (Neil, 1975 a), and the superimposed
optokinetic responses show a position dependence such that the total angular deviation
is reduced when the animal is turned on to its side (Fig. 7). In addition, there is an
enhanced eyestalk response at the 1800 body position, where the total angular devia-
tion is greater than that recorded in the upright position. Taken together, these
findings provide important evidence on the mode of interaction of the optokinetic
and gravity-sensitive systems in Praunus (see Discussion).
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Fig. 8. The effect of body position on the vertical optokinetic response of Praunui. Eyestalk
following speeds at different angles of body tilt between the upright (o°) and the inverted
(180°). The data represent mean values for eight individuals obtained at five body positions
with four drum speeds, (a) Eyestalk following speed at different drum speeds. • , o° (upright);
O, 45°; • . 9<>°; D 135°; ±. 180° (inverted), (b) Velocity gain of response at different body
positions. • , drum speed 4-as°/sec; O, io°/sec; • , i6°/sec; O, 2i-25°/sec.

Eyestalk following speed. This parameter of the optokinetic response was measured
at the five angles of body tilt in response to four different stripe rotation speeds.
A linear analysis of the results was facilitated by choosing stimulus speeds within the
range which elicited responses of constant velocity gain in the upright animal (i.e. the
range i-t,-\o°js&c drum speed in Fig. 6b).

As in the upright position, the velocity gain of the mysid optokinetic response at
different angles of body tilt has a constant value over the range of stimulus speeds
employed (Fig. 8b). However, eyestalk following speed does show a position de-
pendence, being slightly lower at lateral body tilts than when the animal is upright
(Fig. 8a). The effect of body position is most marked at 180°, where the eye speeds
are significantly greater, being equivalent to velocity gains exceeding 1*5. Thus, with
respect to both the general position dependence and the enhanced response in the
inverted, the measurements of eyestalk following speed agree closely with those of
total angular deviation.

Statocystless mysids

In an attempt to determine the nature of position dependence in the vertical opto-
kinetic response of Praunus, experiments were carried out on animals without stato-
cysts. Removal of both statocysts results in a loss of the position dependent effect
(Fig. 9 a), which suggests that the signals from the balance organs are its primary
cause. However, since the maintained eyestalk deviations occur from an initial eye
position close to the transverse body axis, rather than being superimposed upon an
initial geotactic compensatory deviation, as in the intact animal (Fig. yd), this result
does not provide decisive evidence about the mechanism of the interaction between
the statocyst and optokinetic systems.

Another consequence of statocyst loss is an increase in magnitude of the maintained
eyestalk deviations, which become greater than those recorded at any body position
in the intact animal (compare Fig. 96 and Fig. yb). This suggests that the optokinetic
reaction is in some way suppressed when the statocyst signals are present.
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Fig. g. The effect of body position on the vertical optokinetic response of statocyatless
Praunus. Eye»talk deviation* at different angles of body tilt between o° and 3600. Typical
results, obtained from one individual (V36), are shown, (a) Although a compensatory response
of the left eyestalk i* almost completely absent ( ) the optokinetic responses are of large
amplitude ( ). (b) Total angular deviations of the left eyestaJk at different angles of body
tilt. These values are larger than those obtained in the intact animal (cf. Fig. jb).

DI8CUB8ION
Response in horizontal plane

The optokinetic response of Praunus in the horizontal plane shows both qualitative
and quantitative differences from that of Carcinus. These indicate that the opto-
kinetic system of Praunus is designed to operate in a higher range of stimulus speeds
than the equivalent system in the crab. A fundamental difference is apparent in the
capabilities of the crab and the mysid shrimp to detect very slow movements. The
data presented here for Carcinus are consistent with the results of Horridge & Sande-
man (1964) in demonstrating a sharp increase in the velocity gain of the optokinetic
system at stimulus speeds below i°/sec. This large amplification of the input signal
by the optokinetic system is effective in stabilizing the eye, as in the smoothing of
tremor, the return to the same point after a saccadic flick and the gross compensation
for body movements (Horridge, 1966 c). Additionally, it enables the crab to detect
and follow very slow movements closely and consistently, and Horridge (1966c) and
Barnes & Horrdige (1969) have demonstrated that Carcinus can track the movement
of the sun across the sky. The behavioural significance of this last finding remains
uncertain, however, in the absence of evidence that the crab uses the sun as a
navigational cue.

The optokinetic performance of Praunus is poor below 1 °/sec drum speed, but improves
at higher stimulus speeds, and in the range 1-50°/sec drum speed the velocity gain of
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the response has a relatively constant value close to unity. This indicates that the
optokinetic system neither amplifies nor attenuates the input signal (i.e. the slip speed
of the stripes over the eye) in converting it to a motor output (measured as eyestalk
following speed). This is the expected property of a system for simple movement
detection which generates compensatory movements for passive body displacements.
Therefore, in contrast to the sophisticated visual abilities of the crab, the mysid opto-
kinetic system appears to have a simple rheotactic function. However the possibility
cannot be excluded that the eyestalk stabilization process is also concerned with
improving the sensitivity of the mysid to polarized light (Waterman, i960) by main-
taining the ommatidial axes at optimal orientation to the e-vector (Waterman & Horch,
1966).

Response in the vertical plane

The form of the optokinetic response of Praunus in the transverse vertical plane
contrasts with the eyestalk nystagmus in the horizontal plane. No rapid nystactic
return flicks occur, and with continued drum rotation the eyestalks come to rest and
maintain their angular 'deviations. However, a velocity-independent velocity gain
setting of approximately unity is a common feature of the optokinetic responses in
both planes. Therefore, in the range of stimulus speeds 2-4O°/sec optokinetic move-
ments of the eyestalks in both dimensions represent a compensation process in which
there is neither amplification nor attenuation of the stimulus signal. This evidence
alone is not sufficient to establish a single amplification point, upon which the different
movement signals converge, and from which the appropriate motor commands arise,
but it does suggest that movements of the eyestalks in the two dimensions subserve a
common function.

Nystagmus is also absent in the optokinetic response about horizontal axes in the
crayfish (Hisada, Sugawara & Higuchi, 1969) and the crab (Horridge, 19666). In
Procambarus stripes moving upwards in front of the animal are most effective as an
optokinetic stimulus at drum speed O'2°/sec, when the velocity gain of eyestalk follow-
ing reaches 2-0 (Hisada et al. 1969). At higher speeds the efficiency of the response
is reduced, and thus the crayfish optokinetic system in the vertical longitudinal plane
has a restricted range, and low gain characteristics. In Carcinus the velocity gain of
the optokinetic response in the transverse vertical plane reaches a value of 10 at low
stimulus speeds (Horridge 19666). Therefore, as in Praunus, the properties of the
optokinetic responses in the horizontal and vertical planes are closely matched. The
high gain characteristics of the crab system at low stimulus speeds facilitates close
tracking of slow movements in two dimensions, such as the curved path of the sun
across the sky (Barnes & Horridge, 1969).

High gain and low gain optokinetic systems

Although it is an indication of differences in the visual abilities of the crab and the
mysid, the distinction between high gain and low gain optokinetic systems is to some
extent arbitrary. This is suggested by studies on other animals. Analysis of the opto-
motor reactions of the insect Stagmomantis under open loop conditions has shown
that the motor output can be up to one thousand times larger than the input at ex-
tremely low stimulus speeds (0-00065°/sec) (Mittlestaedt, 1964). The cephalopod eye
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can also follow stripes moving at low speeds (o-o35°/sec) but the velocity gain of the
optokinetic system remains below unity (Collewijn, 1970). Therefore an ability to
detect slow movements is not always matched by close following of the stimulus.

Among the vertebrates, optokinetic performance is equally diverse (Rademaker &
Ter Braak, 1948). The eye of the goldfish is unable to follow at better than 70% the
speed of a striped drum, which is equivalent to a velocity gain of 2'3 (Easter, 1972).
The rabbit, which has an eye of the primitive mammalian type (i.e. non-foveate, with
no macular vision, attention, prediction or saccadic tracking) is able to follow stripes
to very low speeds (< coi^sec), and below i°/8ec the velocity gain reaches values
between 20 and 100 (Collewijn, 1969). In humans, however, the complexities of foveal
vision affect eye tracking, which is poor at low target speeds (Young, 1971; Feldman,
Atkin & Bender, 1969). The calculated velocity gain of the human opotokinetic
system under these conditions is between 2 and 4.

On the basis of our present knowledge it is difficult to draw useful conclusions
about optokinetic performance and function. A systematic comparative study within
one group of animals may throw more light on the relationship between the properties
of the visual system and the behaviour of the animal. The higher crustaceans, which
display a variety of life habits, and for which neuronal basis of their visual responses
is well understood (Wiersma, 1966) seem well suited for such a study.

The influence of body position

Measurements of two parameters of the optokinetic response of Praunus have
demonstrated a position-dependence in the eyestalk following of stripes such that the
response is reduced both in speed and amplitude when the body is tilted. This effect
is statocyst-mediated, and disappears when the balance organs are removed. The
mechanism underlying position-dependence is unknown, but may involve either a
superposition of unequally weighted signals of visual and statocyst origin, or a more
direct interaction such as inhibition of visual units by statocyst receptors.

Electrical recordings from optomotor fibres in various crustaceans have demon-
strated a convergence of visual and statocyst inputs onto these final motor pathways
(Wiersma & Yamaguchi, 1967; Wiersma & Oberjat, 1968; Wiersma & Fiore, 1971;
York, Yanagisawa, & Wiersma, 1972). In the crayfish, visual stimuli cause changes in
the firing frequency of optomotor fibres half as great as those produced by body
rotation (Wiersma & Oberjat, 1968). Similar relationships may underlie the interaction
of sensory modalities in Praunus (Neil, 1975 a), and could cause the effect of visual
inputs to be reduced when superimposed onto an ongoing gravitational optomotor
discharge. This could occur through non-linearities and saturation effects in neuronal
and neuromuscular transmission, or for the purely mechanical reason that the eye-
stalk offers an increased resistance to movement.

Although these explanations are consistent with the report that the gain of the
crayfish optokinetic response is a function of eye position (Hisada et al. 1969), and
with the finding that the optokinetic response of Praumis increases when the statocysts
are removed, it is more difficult to explain the enhanced optokinetic response at the
1800 body position in such terms. When the mysid is inverted the resultant turning
tendency produced by the statocysts is close to zero (Neil, 1975 a), and the component
turning tendencies released from the two organs are in fact greater than those for the
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upright animal (Neil, 19756). Therefore the statocyst input onto optomotor fibres
should be as great in the 180° body position as in the o° position, and no increase in
optokinetic performance should occur. The fact that eyestalk following is enhanced
in the inverted mysid suggests that a more direct interaction of the signals from stato-
cysts and eyes is involved.

Electrophysiological findings suggest that statocyst signals can act directly on the
sensory side of the visual system. Abundant efferent activity is present in the optic
tract of the crab Podophthalmus (Bush, Wiersma & Waterman, 1964), the crayfish
Procambarus (Wiersma & Yamaguchi, 1966), and the rock lobster Panulirus
(Wiersma & Yamaguchi, 1967a). In the crayfish, specific inhibition (Yamaguchi,
1967) and facilitation (Ar6chiga & Wiersma, 1969) of visual movement units have
been established, and are ascribed to direct efferent neuronal influences. Indeed
the 'space constancy' of certain crayfish visual units (Wiersma & Yamaguchi,
1971 b) is considered by Wiersma (1970) to result from the direct action of statocyst
primary afferent fibres, without the interposition of interneurones. A less specific
effect on visual units by the statocyst signal could explain some, or all, of the features
of position-dependence in the optokinetic response of Praunus.
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